In current magnetic resonance (MR) imaging systems, design choices are confronted with a trade-off between structured (i.e. artifacts) and unstructured noise. The impact of both types of noise on perceived image quality, however, is so far unknown, while this knowledge would be highly beneficial for further improvement of MR imaging systems. In this paper, we investigate how ghosting artifacts (i.e. structured noise) and random noise, applied at the same energy level in the distortion, affect the perceived quality of MR images. To this end, a perception experiment is conducted with human observers rating the quality of a set of images, distorted with various levels of ghosting and noise. To also understand the influence of professional expertise on the image quality assessment task, two groups of observers with different levels of medical imaging experience participated in the experiment: one group contained fifteen clinical scientists or application specialists, and the other group contained eighteen naïve observers. Experimental results indicate that experts and naïve observers differently assess the quality of MR images degraded with ghosting/noise. Naïve observers consistently rate images degraded with ghosting higher than images degraded with noise, independent of the energy level of the distortion, and of the image content. For experts, the relative impact of ghosting and noise on perceived quality tends to depend on the energy level of the distortion and on the image content, but overall the energy of the distortion is a promising metric to predict perceived image quality.
PURPOSE
In current magnetic resonance (MR) imaging systems, a variety of artifacts and noise, affecting the perceived quality of MR images is generated. Ghosting, which is a cross-talk type of artifact that generates a lower-intensity double image, spatially shifted with respect to the original content, is just one example of such an artifact. In an MR imaging system, there are situations where structured noise (e.g. ghosting) on one hand can be traded off with unstructured noise on the other hand. For example, one of the processing steps to avoid ghosting in the system is to redistribute its energy so that it appears as random noise spread over the entire image. Whether this way of processing changes the perceived quality of MR images, and if so, to what extent is so far unknown. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to understand the relative impact of structured versus unstructured noise on the perceived quality of MR images, in order to improve MR imaging systems. In addition, it is worthwhile to investigate the influence of professional expertise on image quality perception. The impact of professionalism on diagnostic quality, of course, is known to be huge ([1]-[3] ), but in case the impact of professionalism on perceived image quality is limited, larger-size studies could be undertaken without being too much of a burden for the limited number of MR experts.
METHOD

Stimuli
We selected two images of a brain and one image of a liver as the three original MR images to be used in this study. They are shown in Figure 1 . Each source image was intentionally distorted with ghosting at five different energy levels. Subsequently, for each distorted image the added energy of ghosting was redistributed as random noise on top of the original image. Figure 2 illustrates the simulation process to add ghosting and noise to the original images. To simulate the ghosting, two new images were first generated: (1) a lower-intensity (LI) (20% of the maximal intensity in our simulation) version of the original image, and (2) a mask image representing the area of the clinical object. The LI image was spatially shifted to the left (with negative intensity values to simulate a negative intensity ghost) and to the right (with positive intensity values to simulate a positive intensity ghost), with respect to the original content (i.e. the distance is 1/3 of the image width in our simulation). This operation resulted in a new LI image in which the clinical object was doubled. Combining this new LI image with the mask image generated a ghosting image. Adding this ghosting image to the original image yielded the test stimuli distorted with ghosting, as shown in Figure 3(b) . To simulate the noise, first an image of white noise was generated, and then this image was combined with the mask image to yield a noise image. The intensity of the noise image was scaled such that the resulting total energy of noise was equal to the energy calculated for the ghosting image. The resulting stimulus distorted with noise was generated by adding the noise image to the original image, as shown in Figure 3(c) . The added energy of ghosting and noise was then downscaled with factors of 4/5, 3/5, 2/5, 1/5, resulting in four new energy levels of ghosting and noise. By doing so, each original image was distorted with 5 levels of simulated ghosting and 5 levels of simulated noise. Hence, the test database of this study existed of 30 stimuli (i.e. 3 originals × 5 energy levels × 2 types of artifacts) in total. (a) (b) (c)
Experimental protocol
A simultaneous-double-stimulus (SDS) method [4] , which means that subjects had to score the quality for each stimulus in the presence of a reference, was used in our experiment. The rating interface is illustrated in Figure 4 ; the two stimuli, i.e. the reference at the left-hand side and the test stimulus at the right-hand side were displayed side by side on the same screen. The scoring scale ranged from 0 to 100, and included additional semantic labels (i.e. "Bad", "Poor", "Fair", "Good" and "Excellent") at intermediate points as illustrated in Figure 4 . Subjects were requested to assess the quality of the test stimulus with respect to the quality of the reference by moving the slider on the scoring scale.
Before the start of the experiment, a written instruction about the procedure of the experiment (i.e. explaining the type of assessment, the scoring scale and the timing) was given to each individual subject. Subsequently, a set of ten images covering the same range of ghosting and noise annoyance as used in the actual experiment was presented to each subject in order to familiarize him or her with the impairments used and with how to use the range of the scoring scale. In a next step, six representative stimuli were shown one by one and the participant was asked to score their quality on the scoring scale. The images used in this training part of the experiment were different from those used in the actual experiment. After training, the test stimuli were shown one by one in a random order to each subject in a separate session.
The study was performed with two groups of participants, each having a different level of professional expertise on MR images. The 18 participants of the first group (i.e. G1) were recruited from the students or staff at the Delft University of Technology, representing naive subjects with no expertise on medical imaging at all. The 15 participants of the second group (i.e. G2) were clinical scientist or application specialists from Philips Healthcare in Best. The experiment was conducted with the subjects of G1 in an experimental lab at Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands, and with the subjects of G2 in an experimental lab at Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands. At both locations, however, the same calibrated monitor and PC, and similar viewing conditions were used. 
Processi
